
Code No. Product Description Image

B1
Perkins Brailler - Standard 

Classic Model

Perkins Brailler can emboss 25 lines with 42 cells on 11” x 8 ½ “ sheet of 

paper. Includes leather dust cover and wooden eraser. Manually 

operated braille teaching and writing device. Highly durable. Students can 

take notes or exams quickly in order keep up with sighted peers, 

increasing their motivation and confidence.

CE8A9406

B2 Perkins Brailler - SMART Model

The Perkins SMART Brailler makes learning braille fun and easy.  

Teachers and parents can observe letters on the display screen, while 

the student is motivated by the letter or word being spoken and produced 

in braille. A video screen that displays SimBraille and large print, 

combined with audio feedback, for an instantaneous, multi-sensory 

learning experience.

CE8A9490

B3 Perkins Brailler - Large Cell Model

Easier to Read: Produces large braille cells with more space between 

them so that people with tactile problems can more easily read and 

produce braille.

CE8A9416

B4 Perkins Brailler - Unimanual Model

Designed for One Hand: The Perkins Unimanual Brailler works like other 

braille writers, except the keys for dots 1,2 and 3 will remain in a locked 

position until dots 4,5 and 6 are added or until the spacebar is depressed.

CE8A9428

WORTH TRUST - ASSISTIVE DEVICES FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED



B5 Perkins Brailler - Electric Model

Easy Writing: A lighter touch goes a long way with the Electric Blue 

Perkins Brailler. Students can write longer and faster. It’s also great for 

children as well as adults with weaker hands. Felt pad, dust cover and 

wooden eraser included. UL and CSA approved

CE8A9459

BC1 Brailler Leather Dust Cover 

This black leather embossed dust cover helps protect your Perkins 

Brailler from dirt and dust. The Brailler handle is accessible through the 

slot in the dust cover, promoting portability. Cover fits all Perkins Brailler.

ASSISTIVE DEVICE FOLDER

BC2 Brailler Soft Side Carry Case

The Soft side Carrying Case has two key-operated locks to keep the 

brailler secure during transit It is made from a lightweight, water-resistant 

material with a dual, heavyweight zipper. 

UBK1 Universal Braille Kit - Standard Model

Braille Slate A4 size with one Stylus, English & Hindi / Tamil / Telugu 

Alphabet Trainer Plate, Geometry Set Large, White Cane - 4 folding, 

Braille Word Forming Block (5 letters), Braille Cube, Tracer Wheel, 

Braille Paper (20 Sheets), Taylor's Mathematical Frame in plastic with 

Type sets in plastic, Braille  Abacus, Manual on how to use each of the 

assistive devices, Back pack.

UBK2 Mini Universal Braille Kit for Beginners

Braille Slate A4 size with one Stylus, Geometry Set Large, Vikas 

Composer, Braille Word Forming Block (5 letters), Braille Cube, Tracer 

Wheel, Braille Paper (20 Sheets),  Mini Taylor's Mathematical Frame in 

plastic with cubes in plastic, Braille  Abacus, Manual on how to use each 

of the assistive devices, Bag.



S1 Stylus - Flat Type - Plastic Write Braille in any Language - 70 mm in length

S2 Stylus - Knob Type - Plastic Write Braille in any Language - 60 mm in length

S3 Stylus - Saddle Type - Plastic Write Braille in any Language - 60 mm in length

S4 Stylus - Reversible Type - Plastic Write Braille in any Language and also has an eraser

S5
Braille Slate A4 size - Grouse 

model - Plastic

30 cells, 27 lines. This is a Braille Slate meant for Beginners. A thick 

paper sheet of the same size as the slate should be inserted between the 

two leaves of the slate. Braille text in any language should then be 

embossed on the paper sheet, one letter in each cell of the slate using 

the stylus. Each cell has three notches on each of its vertical edges, to 

control the exact position of the stylus while embossing the dots in 

corresponding positions. It must be remembered that the embossing of 

text has to be from right to left starting from the right edge of the sheet, 



S6
Braille Slate A4 size - Standard 

Plain model

30 cells, 27 lines.  A thick paper sheet of the same size as the slate 

should be inserted between the two leaves of the slate. Braille text in any 

language should then be embossed on the paper sheet, one letter in 

each cell of the slate using the stylus. It must be remembered that the 

embossing of text has to be from right to left starting from the right edge 

of the sheet, with the individual letter codes being embossed laterally 

inversed. This is necessary as the paper has to be turned over for the 

embossd matter to be read by touch.

S7
Braille Slate Pocket size - 

Plastic 

21 cells, 9 lines. 10 cms. x 17 cms. A thick paper sheet of the same size 

as the slate should be inserted between the two leaves of the slate. 

Braille text in any language should then be embossed on the paper sheet, 

one letter in each cell of the slate using the stylus. It must be remembered 

that the embossing of text has to be from right to left starting from the 

right edge of the sheet, with the individual letter codes being embossed 

laterally inversed. This is necessary as the paper has to be turned over 

for the embossd matter to be read by touch.

E2 Eraser made out of Plastic 
Quick Fix: Fix braille mistakes fast with the Eraser. Use the blunt tip to 

rub out unwanted dots. No need to start over.

BP1
Braille Paper 100 sheets, A4 

size, White (140 GSM)           
Used for writing in a Braille Slate and Perkins Brailler

BP2
Braille Paper 100 sheets, 11 x 

11 ½  size, White (140 GSM)         
Used for writing in a Braille Slate and Perkins Brailler



TA1 Braille Letter Cube - Plastic Rotate the cube's segments to form different Braille letters 

TA2
Braille Word Forming Block - 5 

letters - Plastic
To form Braille words upto 5 letters in any language.

TA2
Braille Word Forming Block - 8 

letters - Plastic
To form Braille words upto 8 letters in any language.

G1
Geometry set - Standard in box - 

Plastic
30° & 45° Set squares, Compass, Scale-15 Cms. & Protractor in a box

G2 Geometry set - Large - Plastic
30° & 45° Set squares, Compass, Scale-30 Cms. & Protractor in a plastic 

cover



G4 Braille Scale 12" Made of plastic - 12"

SW1 Tracing  Wheel - Plastic
It is a drawing tool to make embossed dotted lines on Plain paper which 

can be sensed by touch.
CE8A9354

RM1 Rubber Mat - 5 mm Writing and Drawing surface. PHOTO WILL BE SENT

A1
Abacus - Pocket size - Plastic - 

with box
15 vertical bars - Frame 90 mm x 160 mm packed in Plastic Box CE8A8885

M1

Taylor's  Mathematical  Frame - 

Plastic 

18 lines x  22 cells in each line. It provides a complete tactile solution for 

the Visually Impaired to learn mathematics.



M2
Type sets for Mathematical 

Frame, Plastic 

100 pieces packed in a plastic box. Both Arithmetic and algebric types to 

be used along with the Taylor Frame.

M3
Mini Taylor's Mathematical 

Frame - Plastic with cubes
Used by the beginners to learn mathematics.

TA 4
English Alphabet Trainer Plate - 

Plastic 

To learn English alphabets and numerals by writing over the space 

provided on the plate
CE8A8840

TA5
Tamil Alphabet Trainer Plate - 

Plastic 

To learn  Tamil alphabets and numerals by writing over the space 

provided on the plate
CE8A8789

TA6
Hindi  Alphabet Trainer Plate - 

Plastic 

To learn Hindi alphabets and numerals by writing over the space provided 

on the plate
CE8A8755



TA7
Telugu Alphabet Trainer Plate - 

Plastic 

To learn Telugu  alphabets and numerals by writing over the space 

provided on the plate
CE8A8831

TA8
Arabic  Alphabet Trainer Plate - 

Plastic 

To learn Arabic alphabets and numerals by writing over the space 

provided on the plate
CE8A8869

WB1
Word Building Educational Kit  - 

Plastic

A board of plastic with 60 pieces of alphabets in Braille and in English 

that can be interlocked to form words.
CE8A9342

V1 Vikas Composer To form braille sentences in any language.

D1 Dominoes Double Six

Tactile Dominoes Double Blank. A standard 28-piece set with the highest 

being the Double Six, made of plastic.The black dots are raised for easy 

identification of each piece.  Each domino measures 2.5 cm x 4.7 cm.

WT_137



SG1 Signature Guide - Aluminium To help the Visually Impaired to sign in the specified space.

CRS1 White Mobility Cane - Rigid

Made of aluminium powder coated with plastic tip and coloured reflective 

marking in red. Length: 110, 120, 130 Cms or as per customer 

requirement. Handle - with or without rubber handle.

WT_075

CFS1
White Mobility Cane - 4 folding - 

Powder coated

Made of aluminium powder coated with plastic tip and coloured reflective 

marking in red. Length: 110, 120, 130 Cms or as per customer 

requirement. Can be folded and carried in a bag.

CFS2
White Mobility Cane - 4 folding - 

Anodized

Made of aluminium anodized with plastic tip and coloured reflective 

marking in red. Length: 110, 120, 130 Cms or as per customer 

requirement. Can be folded and carried in a bag.

CFS3
White Mobility Cane - 4 folding - 

Premium Model - Anodized

Made of premium  aluminium anodized with plastic tip and coloured 

reflective marking in red. Length: 110, 120, 130 Cms or as per customer 

requirement. Can be folded and carried in a bag.



CFS4
White Mobility Cane - 5 folding - 

Powder coated

Made of aluminium power coated with plastic tip and coloured reflective 

marking in red. Length: 110, 120, 130 Cms or as per customer 

requirement. Can be folded and carried in a bag.

RS1 Low Vision Reading Stand

Made of Metal and Plastic Foldable.  Size 35 Cms  x  25 Cms. It can be 

adjusted to the required angle for easier reading of persons with low 

vision.

WT_076

For Ordering please contact:

Nunes Ignatius Myke

Manager - Brailler Division & Marketing Services

WORTH Trust

48, New Thiruvalam Road, Katpadi, Vellore - 632007, Tamil Nadu, 

India.

Mobile: 9442592306

Tel: +91 416 2242739

Mail: myke@worthtrust.org.in

Web: www.worthtrust.in


